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Introduction / Background
City Policy states:
Business service activities that recover costs through rates and interagency agreements will
periodically compare the cost of their fees and rates with other comparable agencies and/or
businesses, and report these findings to their customers.
For selected rates Synergy Resources Group (SRG):
•

Reviewed rate methodologies

•

Surveyed private sector and public sector organizations to find out the rates they charged for similar
services

•

Analyzed whether the rates and total cost of service could be compared

•

Summarized findings including how cost competitive the City was and whether changes in rates are
recommended
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Introduction / Background


The City of Portland, Office of Management and Finance (OMF) requested the provision of an
independent review and recommendations regarding rates charged to internal customers for
services provided by business units within OMF, with “rates” encompassing the total cost of
providing a given service.



Synergy Resources Group led a multi-faceted study of rates charged by OMF and by
comparable public and private business entities.



Four categories of services—Fleet Services, Facilities Services, Printing and Distribution, and
Technology Services—were studied with 17 varieties of rates within each for public and
private entities.



Additionally, a Cost Allocation study was performed in four subcategories of the Bureau of
Technology Services to compare rates and methodologies with the public and private sectors.
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Introduction / Background
The City’s analysis of this completed rate study will be used to determine a number of impacts:
•

The degree to which a particular service provides benefit to the entities using them

•

The economic impact of new or expanded rates, in comparison to private sector entities
but especially in comparison with other similarly-sized city governments and others in the
metropolitan area

•

The comprehensive cost of providing a service, including all associated rates and processing

•

The impact of increasing rates on economically at-risk populations and/or businesses

•

How these rates contribute to overall City goals
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Internal Service Providers and Selected Rates
FLEET SERVICES
•

Technician/Mechanic Hourly Rate

•

Shop Consumables Rate

•

Parts Markup Rate

•

Motor Pool Rate

FACILITIES SERVICES
•

1900 Building (Class A) Office Space Rate

•

Portland Building (Class B) Office Space Rate

•

Property Management Hourly Rate

•

Project Management Hourly Rate

•

Maintenance Technician Hourly Rate
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Internal Service Providers and Selected Rates
PRINTING & DISTRIBUTION
•

Production Staff Hourly Rate

•

In Bureau Copier Rate

•

Copy Center Rate

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
•

Trunked Radio Access Rate

•

Business Solutions Hourly Rate

•

Support Center Hourly Rate

•

Project Management Hourly Rate

•

Radio Shop Hourly Rate
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Project Timeline

May
• City decides on cost of service
rates
• City gathers data on cost of
service rates
• City presents cost of service
rates to SRG and also presents
IA web

June
• SRG reviews P&D, Facilities, and
Fleet cost of service rates
• SRG compares P&D, Facilities,
and Fleet cost of service rates
to cities and private sector

July
• SRG presents preliminary findings
on P&D, Facilities, and Fleet cost
of service rates
• City decides on cost allocation
rates option
• City gathers cost allocation data
on rates
• City presents cost allocation rates
to SRG
• SRG reviews BTS cost of service
rates
• SRG compares BTS cost of service
rates to cities and private sector
• SRG compares rates to cities as
information is received
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Project Timeline (cont’d)

August
• SRG compares rates to cities as
information is received
• SRG reviews BTS cost allocation
rates
• SRG compares BTS cost
allocation rates to cities

September
• SRG prepares report and
recommendations
• SRG reviews with City – week
of September 14

October
• City Managers review draft study
and report/provide comments to
SRG by October 5, 2016
• SRG finalizes study report
• SRG creates Executive Summary
PowerPoint
• SRG presents final study report
to CAO
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Project Goals


Analyze the method which the City used to select rates and compare with similar public sector
organizations and private sector service providers.



Document recommendations about whether, and why, individual rates can or cannot be
compared, and recommend any changes to the list of rates to compare.



For those rates selected for comparison, identify up to five appropriate entities for comparisons.
Compare rates, documenting contacts, methodologies, assumptions and reasons for significant
variances. Provide sufficient documentation so the comparison can be replicated by the City in
the future.
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Project Goals (cont’d)


Ensure that services studied are similar and that methods of calculating rates can be readily
compared; e.g., the hourly rate of a fleet mechanic should be compared with an organization
that provides a similar service and recovery costs in a similar manner.



Establish a guideline to compare data collected from the public and private sectors with the
City’s rate.



Develop a comprehensive Rate Study report with findings and recommendations to present to
OMF.
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Analysis Questions


What cost elements are used to set rate budgets?



How are the rates calculated?



Are there additional cost elements that should be included? What do they represent?



How are budget-vs.-actual variances handled in future budgets?



Is the allocation of labor costs consistency applied? (i.e. percentages, tracking time)



Are funds using a standardized methodology to calculate internal service rates?
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Analysis Questions (cont’d)


Is the methodology sound?



Why are some rates easily comparable and others are not?



What method should be used to measure the rate comparison data?



Are there clues the private sector shares on how they set rates?
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Project Approach


Prepare analysis questions.



Review cost elements in each ‘fund packet.’



Examine cell formulas in each cost element to determine how the result was calculated and
where numbers originated.



Conduct research when a calculation did not reference a data source or a note/comment to
support it.



Search workbooks for the source of the numbers in the calculation to see if they exist.



Submit questions to project team when unable to locate the sources.



Perform an analysis when a cell contains a number and no calculation.
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Project Approach (cont’d)


Refer to policy and City’s website to translate acronyms, terminology and abbreviations.
When it is unclear, submit to Project Team for clarification.



Document the methodology for each fund’s selected rates while analyzing rate to inform final
report.



Record questions and recommendations about why some elements and not others are being
used to calculate the rate and/or other concepts for more cost recovery.



Research and prepare private sector contact list.



Prepare private sector data comparison worksheets and questions to use when contacting
businesses.



Contact private sector businesses and document the data and comments.



Prepare public sector comparison spreadsheets plus questions and discussion points to use
when contacting cities.
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Project Approach (cont’d)


Contact identified cities, arrange conference calls, send comparison worksheet.



Prepare preliminary findings/progress report in PowerPoint to present to City staff.



Collect BTS rate comparison data from private sector.



Finalize review and analyze BTS workbooks/worksheets.



Prepare questions to submit to Project Team regarding BTS rate calculation worksheets.



Prepare outline for City’s Internal Rate Study Report.



Continue to work with cities that are to collect public sector data.



Review public sector methodologies, internal studies, and information when received.



Prepare City’s Internal Rate Study final report and recommendations.



Present final report to City in PowerPoint and in written format.
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Guidelines for Comparison
We note an Apples to Apples comparison when the City’s rate methodology and cost elements
can be easily compared to private sector and/or public sector methodology and cost elements.

We note a Red Apples to Green Apples comparison when the City’s rate methodologies and cost
elements are similar to the rates or within the range of public sector and/or private sector rates.
While the private sector rates are influenced by the market, comparing the City’s rates with the
private sector is a valid cost comparison.

We note an Apples to Oranges comparison when the cost elements and/or methodologies are not
readily comparable. This type of comparison applies when the City’s rate methodology and cost
elements are known; but both private sector methodologies and cost elements are largely unknown,
or are known and different. Without information on either private sector component, a comparison is
not valid.
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Private Sector Comments
First and foremost, comparing public sector businesses with private sector businesses is generally
an Apples to Oranges comparison. However, comparisons between the private and public sector
on the whole inform the City and its customers about how their rates compare in the Portland
market, and thus private sector rates are included in this report with a number of caveats listed
below:


Private sector rates are not accompanied with methodology used to determined rates.



Private sector competitiveness in the marketplace, as opposed to controlled and deliberate
public sector internal cost of services rate methodology, is what drives private sector rate
adjustments.



Given the fluctuation due to market competitiveness, private rates are negotiable, thereby
creating a market/cost range which may or may not be different six months from now.



Many private sector businesses do not want to publicize their company rates due to
competition.



Service levels as well as costs also vary widely in the private sector.
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Private Sector Comments (cont’d)
In order to preserve the privacy of the private sector entities that provided the data for the rate
comparison, SRG developed a coding system for the purposes of this report. The types of private
sector businesses contacted for each rate in four categories are listed below.
FLEET SERVICES
• Auto Repair Shops
• Auto Rental Offices
• Car Sharing Offices
• Trade Association

PRINTING AND DISTRIBUTION
• Copy Centers
• Printing Associations
• Graphic Design Offices
• Law Offices

FACILITIES SERVICES
• Commercial Real Estate Companies
• Property Management Companies
• Construction Management Companies
• Plumbers
• Electricians
• Law Offices
• Consultancies

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
• IT Consulting Firms
• Telecommunications Equipment Suppliers
• Wireless Phone Service Companies
• Network Solutions Companies
• Web Hosting Companies
• Tower Communications Service Companies
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Private Sector Comments (cont’d)
In most cases, while interviewing private sector entities, SRG invented a ‘story’ that they were a
private citizen or business in need of a service or product:

“I have a car that needs repair, and I’d like to know what your hourly rate is
in order to compare it with other shops.”
This rationale was used in order to obtain a price just as a regular private sector customer would,
so as to not skew the results by mentioning a City survey. In some cases, SRG knew the private
sector business personally, and therefore was able to reveal that the rate information was for a
study being conducted by the City. Many of these questions, particularly the initial ones, found
most business reluctant to provide a quote or estimate over the phone—in these cases, a sample
rate was offered and the business was asked if their rate was comparable.
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FLEET SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Technician/Mechanic Hourly Rate
The hourly rate charged to customers for each hour needed to diagnose and repair a vehicle.
The Technician Hourly Rate is calculated by dividing the total Technician Hourly Rate Budget by the total
billable hours. A General Fund Overhead (GFO) markup rate of 4.5% is added to the Technician Hourly Rate.

CITY’S METHODOLOGY - RATE BUDGET: COST ELEMENTS
 Labor: All costs associated with the employees (salary, employee benefits, etc.) who are involved
in providing the service
 Bureau of Internal Business Services (BIBS) administration allocation included
 External: e.g. utilities, office supplies, repair/maintenance, continuing education, allocation for
future vehicle/equipment replacement
 Internal: Rates charged by other IA service providers (e.g. Risk, Facilities, BTS etc.)
 Capital Outlay: Determined by the fleet manager based on the expected needs of new
equipment
 PERS Debt Retirement
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FLEET SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Technician/Mechanic Hourly Rate (cont’d)
CITY AND PRIVATE SECTOR COMPARISON TABLE – 1.1
OMF/BUSINESS
City Hourly Rate
F-1

BASE ($)

MARKUP

RATE ($)

102.09

4.50%

106.68

96.00

3.0%

98.88

F-2

105.00

** More Experienced Tech

120.00

F-3

105.00

NATA Metro Area Reports – Average

100.00

** Average Truck/RV Rate

108.00
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FLEET SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Technician/Mechanic Hourly Rate (cont’d)
SUMMARY PRIVATE SECTOR RESPONSES
 Many repair shops were reluctant to ‘quote’ a rate, citing that rates depended on the level of
experience of the technician, the size of the repair, the type of vehicle, etc. SRG turned to the
available 2014 NATA survey for more information.
 General shop rate for technicians is $90, and the statewide average rate is $95; however, Portland
shops have labor rates which are approximately $10 more per hour than shops outside of the
Portland area.
 About 1 in 8 of all shops have a labor rate above $100, and though 11 percent of responding
shops in the Portland area have a labor rate of $95, their diagnostic rate is as high as $120 per
hour.
 Shops in most markets charge about $8 more per labor hour for truck or RV work than the shop’s
general labor rate.
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FLEET SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Technician/Mechanic Hourly Rate (cont’d)
SUMMARY
 City’s rate methodology and cost elements are known; however, private sector
methodologies and cost elements are unknown.
 Private sector rates appear to be market driven. Anecdotally, the employee’s
education, certifications, and experience were factors in determining the private
sector hourly rate.
 City’s rate of $106.68 is within the Metro area range of $100-$108 per hour and
cost competitive with private sector options.
 Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector is a valid comparison.

RECOMMENDATION
 No change to the City's Technician Hourly Rate methodology. The City’s rate is
within the Metro Area survey range of $100-$108 per hour.
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FLEET SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Shop Consumables Rate
An industry standard that is a percentage (primarily an indiscriminate percentage with no real basis) charged
to the customer/bureaus to cover the costs of supplies used to service vehicles—such as disposal of oil,
cleaning supplies, etc.
The Shop Consumables Rate is calculated by dividing projected shop supply costs for upcoming year by the
total Fleet Maintenance Rate Budget. The markup is applied to every work order.

CITY’S METHODOLOGY - RATE BUDGET: COST ELEMENTS
 Shop Supplies Budget funds consumables; e.g. shop cloths, nuts, bolts, fasteners and cleaning
fluids
 Budget also includes hazardous materials and disposal fees
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FLEET SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Shop Consumables Rate (cont’d)
CITY AND PRIVATE SECTOR COMPARISON TABLE – 1.2
OMF/BUSINESS
City Rate

BASE ($)
1.40%

MARKUP
4.50%

RATE

CAP ($)

1.46%

F-1

1.00%

F-2

3.88%

F-3

5.00%

18.50

NATA Metro Area Report
Flat Fee

$4.86

% OF Labor

5.00%

Cap

31.22
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FLEET SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Shop Consumables Rate (cont’d)
SUMMARY PRIVATE SECTOR RESPONSES
 Similar to the hesitation to ‘quote’ a rate over the phone for the technicians, shops were even
more reluctant to admit that they marked up consumables, much less detail their rate.
 F-1, F-2, and F-3 all had rates as percentage of labor—and as one can see they varied widely as
per market fluctuations—with F-3 capping at $18.50.
 These businesses were compared to the average cited in the NATA Metro Area Report.
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FLEET SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Shop Consumables Rate (cont’d)
SUMMARY
 City’s rate methodology and cost elements are known; however, private sector
methodologies and cost elements are unknown.
 Some of the shops have disclosed their approach to rate setting; e.g. a
percentage of the labor and flat fee.
 Shop consumables can be an easy source of revenue in the private sector.
 City’s rate of 1.46% is on the lower end range of what the private sector charges
in the Metro area survey and is cost competitive with private sector options. The
range is 1%-5% for shop consumables.
 While an Apples to Oranges comparison, comparing the City’s rate with the
private sector is a valid comparison for overall costs.

Apples to
Oranges
Comparison

RECOMMENDATION
 No change to the Shop Consumables Rate methodology. The City’s rate is within
the range of the Metro Area survey range of 1%-5%.
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FLEET SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Parts Markup Rate
An industry standard that is a percentage (primarily an indiscriminate percentage with no real basis) charged
to the customer/bureaus for the handling of parts used to repair vehicles.
In Fleet Services, the Parts Markup Rate is calculated by dividing the total Parts Markup Rate Budget by the
expected parts issued (based on historical data). A General Fund Overhead (GFO) markup rate of 4.5% is
added to the Parts Markup Rate.

CITY’S METHODOLOGY - RATE BUDGET: COST ELEMENTS
 Labor: All costs associated with the employees (salary, employee benefits, etc.) who are involved
directly and indirectly in providing the service
 External: e.g. office supplies, education, tools
 Internal: Rates charged by other IA service providers (e.g. Risk, Facilities, etc.)
 Capital Outlay: Determined by the fleet manager based on the expected needs for new
equipment
 PERS Debt Retirement
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FLEET SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Parts Markup Rate (cont’d)
CITY AND PRIVATE SECTOR COMPARISON TABLE – 1.3
OMF/BUSINESS
City Markup Rate

BASE ($)
21.80%

MARKUP

RATE %

4.50%

22.78

F-1

125.00-135.00

F-2

See Auxiliary After-Market Table on next page

F-3

30.00-50.00

NATA Metro Area Survey

83.00
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FLEET SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Parts Markup Rate (cont’d)
CITY AND PRIVATE SECTOR COMPARISON TABLE – 1.4
AFTERMARKET (Not an original equipment part)

RATE %

$0.50 or Less

300%

$0.51 – $2.00

250%

$2.01 – $10.00

200%

$10.01 – $20.00

150%

Over $20.01

120%

Dealer (Part purchased through the dealer)

1.7 X Cost of Part
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FLEET SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Parts Markup Rate (cont’d)
SUMMARY PRIVATE SECTOR RESPONSES
 Once again, getting businesses to cite their markup rates was difficult. The previous tables
illustrate well how one shop (F-2) recovers costs and additional revenue.
 According to the NATA survey, there is a significant variance in how much shops mark up prices on
parts.
 Portland shops charge a customer approximately $183 for an aftermarket part that costs the shop
$100—an 83% markup.
 Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) parts average 50%, and used parts 55%.
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FLEET SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Parts Markup Rate (cont’d)
SUMMARY
 City’s rate methodology and cost elements are known; however, private sector
methodologies and cost elements are unknown.
 Parts markup can be an easy source of revenue in the private sector.
 Based on the shops contacted, the parts markup rate ranges 1.7% - 300%.
 City’s rate is on the lower end of the range and much lower than the average 83%
markup reported in the Metro area report.
 While an Apples to Oranges comparison, comparing the City’s rate with the private
sector is a valid comparison for overall costs.

RECOMMENDATION
 It would be reasonable for the City to increase their Parts Markup Rate. Currently, it is
based on the total parts rate budget ÷ expected parts issued (based on historical
sales). The City’s rate is well below the Metro area survey average rate. SRG
recommends that the City ensure that every person who touches the part is being
accounted for in the current labor costs, including labor to purchase and manage
inventory plus the labor necessary to pick up parts. Additional resources generated
35
could fund new initiatives.

Apples to
Oranges
Comparison

FLEET SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Motor Pool Rate
An hourly, weekly, or monthly rate charged to users (from various bureaus) to use vehicles in the City’s Motor
Pool to attend meetings, conduct City business, etc.
The Motor Pool Hourly Rate is calculated by dividing the total Motor Pool Budget by the estimated hours
charged. A General Fund Overhead (GFO) markup rate of 4.5% is added to the Motor Pool Rate.

CITY’S METHODOLOGY - RATE BUDGET: COST ELEMENTS
 External: e.g. fuel, repair and maintenance
 Internal: Rates charged by other IA service providers (e.g. Facilities)
 Capital Outlay: Determined by the fleet manager based on the costs to replace in the future
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FLEET SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Motor Pool Rate (cont’d)
CITY AND PRIVATE SECTOR COMPARISON TABLE – 1.5
OMF/BUSINESS
City Hourly Rate
F-5 – Monthly Option 1

6.87

MARKUP
4.50%

HOURLY ($)

DAILY ($)

7.18

35.00

7.75-8.25

74.00

MONTHLY
FEE($)

10.00

F-5 – Monthly Option 2

7.75-8.25

74.00

F-5 – Monthly Option 3

7.75-8.25

74.00 No Monthly Fee

14.99

F-6
F-7 (Economy)

(Full Size)
F-8 (Economy)
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BASE ($)

(Full Size)

7.00

INCLUDED W/RATE

ADDITIONAL COSTS

Gas
Gas/Ins

Insurance

180 miles free

$25.00 Application Fee

per day
Gas/Ins
180 miles free
per day
Gas/Ins
180 miles free
per day

$25.00 Application Fee

$25.00 Application Fee
$70.00 Annual Fee

58.50

Gas/Ins
Driver protection Fee $1.00
$35.00 One-Time Fee
Gas/Ins

72.00

Gas/Ins

64.79

Gas/Ins

72.89

Gas/Ins

84.99

No Monthly Fee

Gas/Ins

FLEET SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Motor Pool Rate (cont’d)
SUMMARY PRIVATE SECTOR RESPONSES
 There is a wide variety of motor pool options in the private sector, with variances based on types
of trips and add-ons.
 The private sector rate requires the customer to pay additional for their gas, or an application fee
in contrast to the fact that these costs are included in the City’s rate.
 F-5 has three options, two of which require a monthly fee. All three require the customer to pay
an application fee. Each option includes gas and insurance and 180 miles free per day. The hourly
rate is higher on Friday through Sunday.
 F-6’s service is specifically meant for short day trips, and their fees vary based on mileage outside
of the ‘home zone’ of Portland, minutes/hours/days, etc.
 F-7 and F-8 rental services charge a premium if you rent at the airport locations vs. another
Portland location.
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FLEET SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Motor Pool Rate (cont’d)
SUMMARY
 City’s rate methodology and cost elements are known; however, private sector rate
methodologies and cost elements are unknown.
 F-5/F-7/F-8 service is designed for daily and weekly use. F-6’s service is designed for short
trips and is much higher on daily trips.
 Daily rates range from $58 to $85, and the City’s rate is well below the lower end of the
range at $35.
 City’s rate is cost competitive with private sector options.
 While an Apples to Oranges comparison, comparing the City’s rate with the private sector
is a valid comparison for overall costs.

Apples to
Oranges
Comparison

RECOMMENDATION
 The City’s Motor Pool Hourly Rate, which includes the cost elements needed for setting
the rate, is similar to the rates charged by comparable private sector providers. However,
the City’s daily rates are much lower than the daily rates for the same private sector
providers. It would be reasonable for the City to explore increasing their daily Motor Pool
Rate to $42 per day, which is less than the lowest daily rate for comparable private sector
providers. Additional resources generated could be used to fund new initiatives.
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FACILITIES SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

1900 Building Office Space Rate – Class A Building
A per-square-foot rate charged to bureaus for the space used in a building of approximately 140,000 square
feet.
The Office Space Rate is calculated by dividing the total Operations and Maintenance (O&M) and Major
Maintenance (MM) and Revenues from other sources by the total building square feet. A General Fund
Overhead (GFO) markup rate of 4.5% is added to the Office Space Rate.

CITY’S METHODOLOGY - RATE BUDGET: COST ELEMENTS
 Operations and Maintenance (O&M) (e.g. materials and services, and cost of facilities and staff).
 Major Maintenance (MM) (for funding a program to do large scale projects to replace/upgrade
major building systems)
 Debt Service
 Less revenues from other sources
 Total building square feet (approx. 140,000 square feet)
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FACILITIES SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

1900 Building Office Space Rate – Class A Building (cont’d)
CITY AND PRIVATE SECTOR COMPARISON TABLE – 2.2
OMF/BUSINESS
City Space Rate

FAC-1

BASE ($)
31.63

MARKUP
4.50%

RATE ($)
33.05

22.00-24.00

Norris Stevens Market Report

25.00

Colliers Int’l Market Report

28.50

FAC-2

28.00

NOTES

Included in rate is
$15.71 for debt service
Includes Taxes, Ins. &
Main/Op
Includes Taxes, Ins. &
Main/Op
Includes Taxes, Ins. &
Main/Op
Includes Taxes, Ins. &
Main/Op

FAC-3

Did Not Respond

FAC-4

Did Not Respond

Jones Lang LaSalle Report

27.50

CoStar Report

27.93

Includes Taxes, Ins. &
Main/Op
Includes Taxes, Ins. &
Main/Op
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FACILITIES SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

1900 Building Office Space Rate – Class A Building (cont’d)
SUMMARY PRIVATE SECTOR RESPONSES
 Commercial building facilities was the area in which businesses contacted displayed the least
amount of interest in working with data collectors over the phone, including when questions were
specifically asked to speak with someone about managing a property.
 Based on this poor showing, SRG turned to several Portland market analysis reports—rather than
simply waiting to hear back from property management companies.
 Contact with law firms that represent tenant’s provided the typical commercial lease agreement.
 Operating Expenses such as Maintenance, Utilities, Security, Property Taxes, Insurance, Janitorial,
and Property Management are included (but it does not include Loan Principal or Landlord
Income Taxes).
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FACILITIES SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

1900 Building Office Space Rate – Class A Building (cont’d)
SUMMARY
 City’s rate methodology and cost elements are known, and typical private sector
commercial lease rental provisions are available.
 Private sector building rates include Operating Expenses.
 Rates are also influenced by the market and subject to negotiation.
 Based on the private sector businesses that were contacted, the rates charged by
the private sector are very competitive.
 City’s rate is much higher due to debt service. $15.71 for debt service is included
in their rate. After the debt is paid off, the City’s Office Space Rate for the 1900
building will be much less than the current market average on an A Class Building.
 Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector is a valid comparison.
RECOMMENDATION
 No change to the City’s Office Space Rate methodology because it includes the
cost elements needed for setting the rate. Without the City’s debt service their
rate would be below the current range of comparable Class A buildings in the
Metro area.
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FACILITIES SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Portland Building Office Space Rate – Class B Building
A per-square-foot rate charged to bureaus for the space used in a building of approximately 300,000 square
feet.
The Office Space Rate is calculated by dividing the total Operations and Maintenance (O&M) and Major
Maintenance (MM) and Revenues from other sources by the total building square feet. A General Fund
Overhead (GFO) markup rate of 4.5% is added to the Office Space Rate.

CITY’S METHODOLOGY - RATE BUDGET: COST ELEMENTS
 Operations and Maintenance (O&M) (e.g. materials and services & cost of facilities and staff).
 Major Maintenance (MM) (for funding program to do large scale projects to replace/upgrade
major building systems)
 Revenues from other sources
 Total building square feet (approx. 300,000 square feet)
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FACILITIES SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Portland Building Office Space Rate – Class B Building (cont’d)
CITY AND PRIVATE SECTOR COMPARISON TABLE – 2.3
OMF/BUSINESS
City Space Rate

BASE ($)
15.70

MARKUP
4.50%

RATE ($)
16.41

FAC-1

22.00-24.00

Norris Stevens Market Report

18.50-22.50

Colliers Int’l Market Report

FAC-2

NOTES

19.18

18.50-22.50

Includes Taxes, Ins.
& Main/Op
Includes Taxes, Ins.
& Main/Op
Do Not Lease B Buildings,
But Agreed W/Norris
Stevens Analysis

FAC-3

Did Not Respond

FAC-4

Did Not Respond

CoStar Report

24.42

Includes Taxes, Ins.
& Main/Op
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FACILITIES SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Portland Building Office Space Rate – Class B Building (cont’d)
SUMMARY PRIVATE SECTOR RESPONSES
 Commercial building facilities was the area in which businesses contacted displayed the least
amount of interest in working with data collectors over the phone, including when questions were
specifically asked to speak with someone about managing a property.
 Based on this poor showing, SRG turned to several Portland market analysis reports—rather than
simply waiting to hear back from property management companies.
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FACILITIES SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Portland Building Office Space Rate – Class B Building (cont’d)
SUMMARY
 City’s rate methodology and cost elements are known, and typical private sector
commercial lease rental provisions are available.
 Private sector building rates include Operating Expenses.
 Rates set are also influenced by the market and subject to negotiation.
 Based on the private sector businesses that were contacted, the rates charged by
the private sector are very competitive.
 City’s rate is much lower than the private sector range of $18.50-$24.42.
 Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector is a valid comparison.

Red Apple
Green Apple
Comparison

RECOMMENDATION
 No change to the City’s Office Space Rate methodology because it includes the
cost elements needed for setting the rate. The City’s rate is below the lowest rate
on the range of comparable Class B buildings in the Metro area.
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FACILITIES SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Property Management Hourly Rate
An hourly rate charged to bureaus for costs associated with managing the property they own or buying and
selling property.
The Property Management Hourly Rate is calculated by dividing the total Facilities Technical Staff Rate Budget
by the total billable hours. A General Fund Overhead (GFO) markup rate of 4.5% is added to the Property
Management Hourly Rate.

CITY’S METHODOLOGY - RATE BUDGET: COST ELEMENTS
 Labor: All costs associated with the employees (salary, employee benefits, etc.) who perform
property management responsibilities
 Materials and Services: e.g. office supplies, motor pool usage, insurance and technology
 Office space: Portland Building
 Facilities Services Administration and BIBS Administration Costs
 Billable Hours = Total available hours less non-billable hours (e.g. sick hours, vacations, training)
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FACILITIES SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Property Management Hourly Rate (cont’d)
CITY AND PRIVATE SECTOR COMPARISON TABLE – 2.4
OMF/BUSINESS
City Hourly Rate

FAC-1

BASE ($)
133.20

MARKUP
4.50%

RATE ($)
139.19

48.07

Norris Stevens Market Report

FAC-2

NOTES

Based on $100K Employee
Salary/Benefits/Taxes Hourly Rate
Does Not Include All Cost Elements
Information Unavailable

56.25

Based on a Portland Area Survey
Average W/Benefits/Taxes Hourly
Rate Does Not
Include All Cost Elements

FAC-3

Did Not Respond

FAC-4

Did Not Respond
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FACILITIES SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Property Management Hourly Rate (cont’d)
SUMMARY PRIVATE SECTOR RESPONSES
 Most companies include the property management rate in the square footage charge, so it is
difficult to break out separately; however, SRG was able to obtain the results of a Portland area
survey that FAC-2 conducted.
 FAC-2 provided a high ($160,000), low ($50,000), and average ($93,900) range of property
manager salaries.
 Personal Time Off (PTO) averages 15-20 days per year, bonuses are generally an average of 19% of
annual salary (30% being high / 1% being low).
 Salary varies depending on several factors, including the property they are managing, their
experience level, the size and complexity of their responsibilities, and their background.
 FAC-1 pays their property managers an average annual salary of $75,000 plus benefits and taxes,
which is approximately $100,000 per year FTE.
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FACILITIES SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Property Management Hourly Rate (cont’d)
SUMMARY
 City’s rate methodology and cost elements are known; however, private sector
methodologies and cost elements are unknown.
 FAC-1’s rate was the hourly rate calculation for an employee responsible for
property management.
 FAC-2’s rate was the average salary plus benefits/taxes for an employee with the
title of Property Manager.
 Based on the private sector businesses that were contacted, the hourly rates
charged by the private sector are competitive within the private sector.
 This is not a rate that can be compared to the private sector.

Apples to
Oranges
Comparison

RECOMMENDATION
 No change to the City’s Property Management Hourly Rate methodology. The
City’s rate is higher than the range of comparable private sector service providers
because it includes all the costs associated with providing property management
services.
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FACILITIES SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Project Management Hourly Rate
An hourly rate charged to bureaus for costs associated with managing facilities projects.
The Project Management Hourly Rate is calculated by dividing the total Facilities Technical Staff Rate Budget
by the total billable hours. A General Fund Overhead (GFO) markup rate of 4.5% is added to the Project
Management Hourly rate.

CITY’S METHODOLOGY - RATE BUDGET: COST ELEMENTS
 Labor: All costs associated with the employees (salary, employee benefits, etc.) who perform
project management responsibilities
 Materials and Services: e.g. office supplies, motor pool usage, insurance and technology.
 Office space: Portland Building
 Facilities Services Administration plus BIBS Administration costs
 Billable Hours = Total available hours less non-billable hours (e.g. sick hours, vacations, training)
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FACILITIES SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Project Management Hourly Rate (cont’d)
CITY AND PRIVATE SECTOR COMPARISON TABLE – 2.5 (cont’d on next slide)
OMF/BUSINESS
City Hourly Rate

BASE ($)
133.20

MARKUP
4.50%

RATE ($)

NOTES

139.19

Hire Contractor or The Responsibilities
Covered By An Employee

FAC-1
Norris Stevens Market Report

Information Unavailable

FAC-2

Hire Contractor or The Responsibilities
Covered By An Employee

FAC-3

Did Not Respond

FAC-4

Did Not Respond

FAC-5

60.00

1st Hour ($35 After Per Person)

FAC-6

75.00

1st Hour ($45 After Per Person)
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FACILITIES SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Project Management Hourly Rate (cont’d)
CITY AND PRIVATE SECTOR COMPARISON TABLE – 2.5
OMF/BUSINESS

FAC-11

FAC-12

BASE ($)

MARKUP

RATE ($)

NOTES

50.00

Consultant work to manage project ONLY.
Full project work including all legwork
(maintenance and repair) would require
in-person quote. Fee is added to subcontractors
mark-up.

100.00

$100 Quote Fee, $250 Write-up Fee. Full project
work including all legwork (maintenance and
repair) would require in-person quote. Fee is
added to subcontractors mark-up. Does not quote
hourly pricing.
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FACILITIES SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Project Management Hourly Rate (cont’d)
SUMMARY PRIVATE SECTOR RESPONSES
 The rates obtained were the result of a number of calls where SRG mentioned a sample rate of
$140 per hour.
 FAC-1 and FAC-2 use a contractor when it’s construction, plumbing, etc. and/or its own
employees; therefore the rate varies.
 FAC-5 charges $60 for the first hour and $35 a person subsequently, unless it’s over eight hours
and then it’s $35 per hour flat.
 FAC-6 charges $75 for the first hour, $45 for each additional for general management.
 In-person quotes were required by FAC-11 and FAC-12 in addition to their respective flat fees.
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FACILITIES SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Project Management Hourly Rate (cont’d)
SUMMARY
 City’s rate methodology and cost elements are known; however, private sector
methodologies and cost elements are unknown.
 FAC-1 and FAC-2 contract out project management needs or the responsibilities
are covered by an employee.
 FAC-5, FAC-6, FAC-11, and FAC-12 quoted hourly rates based on managing a small
construction project needed in a building with 120,000 sq. ft.
 Based on the private sector businesses that were contacted, the hourly rates
charged by the private sector are competitive within the private sector.
 This is not a rate that can be compared to the private sector.
RECOMMENDATION
 No change to the City’s Project Management Hourly Rate methodology. The City’s
rate is higher than the range of comparable private sector service providers
because it includes all the costs associated with providing project management
services.
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Apples to
Oranges
Comparison

FACILITIES SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Maintenance Technician Hourly Rate
An hourly rate charged to bureaus for costs associated with repairing and maintaining the facilities.
The Maintenance Technician Hourly Rate is calculated by dividing the total Facilities Maintenance Technician
Rate Budget by the total billable hours. A General Fund Overhead (GFO) markup rate of 4.5% is added to the
Maintenance Technician Hourly Rate.

CITY’S METHODOLOGY - RATE BUDGET: COST ELEMENTS
 Labor: All costs associated with the employees (salary, employee benefits, etc.) who perform
facilities maintenance responsibilities
 Materials and Services: e.g. office supplies, vehicle usage, fuel, telecomm service, vehicle
replacement, insurance and technology
 Space in Portland Building
 Facilities Services Administration plus BIBS Administration costs
 Billable Hours = Total available hours less non billable hours (e.g. sick hours, vacations, training)
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FACILITIES SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Maintenance Technician Hourly Rate (cont’d)
CITY AND PRIVATE SECTOR COMPARISON TABLE – 2.6
OMF/BUSINESS
City Hourly Rate

BASE ($)
107.73

MARKUP
4.50%

RATE ($)

NOTES
112.58

FAC-1
30.00-40.00
Norris Stevens Market Report
FAC-2

Based on $75K Employee
Salary/Benefits/Taxes
Hourly Rate Does Not Include
All Cost Elements
Information Unavailable

51.27

FAC-3
FAC-4

Based on a Portland Area Survey Average
With Benefits/Taxes
Hourly Rate Does Not Include
All Cost Elements
Did Not Respond

FAC-8

110.00

Did Not Respond
Plumbing Contractor No Min.
$49 Trip Fee
Plumbing Contractor—$60 Truck Fee

FAC-9

105.00

$50 Truck Fee

FAC-7

112.00
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FACILITIES SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Maintenance Technician Hourly Rate (cont’d)
SUMMARY PRIVATE SECTOR RESPONSES
 FAC-2 provided a range conducted by a Portland area survey for their engineering staff for
electrical, air conditioning, etc. for high ($94,000), low ($45,700), and average ($70,500) salaries.
Salaries depend on a number of factors, such as the property they are managing, experience
levels, size and complexity of their responsibilities, and their background and education. FAC-7
charges $112 hourly with no minimum—only paying for the time you need. There is also a $49
trip fee.
 FAC-8 charge $110 for commercial Plumbing plus $60 per call truck fee.
 FAC-9, for plumbing, charges a $50 per call truck fee. For Air Conditioning and Electricians, when
SRG called with a mock repair need, the rate was about $10 an hour higher.
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FACILITIES SERVICES RATE COMPARISONS

Maintenance Technician Hourly Rate (cont’d)
SUMMARY
 City’s rate methodology and cost elements are known; however, private sector
methodologies and cost elements are unknown.
 FAC-1 is an hourly rate calculation for an employee responsible for maintenance and is
based on salary, taxes and insurances.
 FAC-7, FAC-8 and FAC-9 hourly rates are based on the private sector trade businesses
(plumbing/AC/Electric) and are in the range of $105 -$120.
 City rate is comparable to trade businesses (plumbing, electricians etc.)
FAC-7, FAC-8, and FAC-9 and is competitive within the trade business private sector
options.
 Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector trades positions is a valid
comparison.
 Comparing the City’s rates with other private sector vendors is not a valid comparison.

RECOMMENDATION
 No change to the City’s Maintenance Technician Hourly Rate methodology because it
includes the cost elements needed for setting the rate. The City’s rate is also within
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the range of comparable private sector technical trades service providers.

For Trades

Red Apple
Green Apple
Comparison
For Other
Vendors

Apples to
Oranges
Comparison
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Production Staff Hourly Rate

PRINTING & DISTRIBUTION
RATE COMPARISONS

The rate charged for Production Staff to produce large print jobs, make copies, etc.
The Production Staff Hourly Rate is calculated by dividing the total Production Staff Budget (less production
efficiencies) by billable hours. A General Fund Overhead (GFO) markup rate of 5.5% is added to the Production
Staff Hourly Rate.

CITY’S METHODOLOGY - RATE BUDGET: COST ELEMENTS
 Offset: Two printing and distribution programs subsidize each other as necessary to reduce
overall hourly rates and encourage customers to use the print shop instead of their copiers.
 Allocation of BIBS Administration costs
 Direct Salaries and Benefits
 Direct Materials and Services
 Additional revenue from production efficiencies
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PRINTING & DISTRIBUTION
RATE COMPARISONS

Production Staff Hourly Rate (cont’d)
CITY AND PRIVATE SECTOR COMPARISON TABLE – 3.1
OMF/BUSINESS
City Hourly Rate

BASE ($)
62.07

MARKUP
5.50%

RATE ($)
65.48

P&D-1
P&D-2

Information Unavailable
60.00

P&D-3
P&D-4

NOTES

Information Unavailable
80.00
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Production Staff Hourly Rate (cont’d)

PRINTING & DISTRIBUTION
RATE COMPARISONS

SUMMARY PRIVATE SECTOR RESPONSES
 Many of the businesses contacted do not charge a separate hourly rate for production, although
some do for larger jobs or specialized services such as those required by P&D-2 and P&D-4 for
design services.
 Conversations with P&D-1 and P&D-3 were centered around what they pay their production staff
employees.
 There were several variables when discussing production staff hourly rate, including salaries
based on experience, education, background, and size and scope of responsibilities.
 They did not share their employee’s annual salary information.
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PRINTING & DISTRIBUTION
RATE COMPARISONS

Production Staff Hourly Rate (cont’d)
SUMMARY
 City’s rate methodology and cost elements are known; however, private sector
methodologies and cost elements are unknown.
 Based on the private sector businesses contacted, the hourly rates for production
staff are in the range of $60 - $80.
 City’s rate is within the private sector range at $65.48 and is competitive with
private sector options.
 Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector is a valid comparison.
RECOMMENDATION
 No change to the City’s Production Staff Hourly Rate methodology because it
includes the cost elements needed for setting the rate. The City’s rate is within
the range of comparable private sector service providers.
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In Bureau Copier Rate

PRINTING & DISTRIBUTION
RATE COMPARISONS

The rate for individual machines located in bureaus’ workspaces and serviced by Printing and Distribution.
Bureaus create their own copies with these machines.
The In Bureau Copier Rate is calculated by dividing the total In Bureau Copier Rate Budget by the total number
of copies (based on previous year actuals) + an allowance for replacement of copier. A General Fund Overhead
(GFO) markup rate of 5.5% is added to the In Bureau Copier Rate.

CITY’S METHODOLOGY - RATE BUDGET: COST ELEMENTS
 Offset: Two printing and distribution programs subsidize each other as necessary to reduce
overall hourly rates and encourage customers to use the print shop instead of their copiers.
 Direct Salaries and Benefits
 Direct Materials and Services
 Allocation of BIBS Administration
 An allowance for replacement of copiers
 Total Number of Copies: Based on previous year actuals
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PRINTING & DISTRIBUTION
RATE COMPARISONS

In Bureau Copier Rate (cont’d)
CITY AND PRIVATE SECTOR COMPARISON TABLE – 3.2
[COMPARISON BASED ON 37,000 COPIES]
OMF/ BUSINESS BASE ($)
City Rate
P&D-1
P&D-2
P&D-3
P&D-4
P&D-5
P&D-5-a

P&D-6

0.0375

MARK UP
5.5%

RATE ($)
0.0396

PER MONTH
LEASE
N/A

COPIES INCL.
W/ LEASE

OVERAGE
CHARGE PER
COPY

N/A

PER MONTH
TOTAL COST
($)

NOTES

1,465
Info Unavailable
Info Unavailable
Info Unavailable
Info Unavailable

0.011
0.012

0.012

2,500
239
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25,000
2,000

1,670

0.011 BW
0.069 C
0.012 BW
0.08 C
0.012 BW
0.08 C

2,632

BW Copies
3 Copiers

1,849

BW Copies
1 Copier

1,224

Maint Contract
Only
BW Copies
1 Copier
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In Bureau Copier Rate (cont’d)

PRINTING & DISTRIBUTION
RATE COMPARISONS

SUMMARY PRIVATE SECTOR RESPONSES
 P&D-5 is a contract for three copy machines. The monthly lease payment is $2,500, which
includes 25,000 black and white copies and 5,000 color copies. They rarely exceed the maximum
allowed copies, though overage charges are $0.011 per copy for black and white and $0.069 per
copy for color.
 In example P&D-5a, the contract is for one copier for $239 per month on a 48-month lease, which
includes 2,000 black and white copies and 700 color copies. A similar contract with P&D-6 would
have cost a monthly lease payment of $204 per month for 48 months, with the copy costs of
$0.012 black and white and $0.08 color.
 P&D-6 is where the business owns their copier and has a contract for maintenance only, which is
around $65/month. This contract includes maintenance, supplies, toner and up to 1,670 black and
white and 670 color copies per month. Overage charges are $0.012 black and white and $0.08
color copies.
 City and private sector rates do not include paper.
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In Bureau Copier Rate (cont’d)

PRINTING & DISTRIBUTION
RATE COMPARISONS

SUMMARY
 City’s rate methodology is known, and private sector methodologies and cost
elements are clearer due to two private sector businesses sharing the terms of their
copier lease contracts.
 For comparison purposes, a monthly total of 37,000 black and white copies was used
to calculate the cost in both private sector businesses. The result is the City’s rate is
much lower when comparing the copiers’ lease expense plus the copies over the
contract allowance.
 Both the City and private sector charge a higher rate for color copies than for black
and white.
 City’s rate is cost competitive with private sector options.
 While this is an Apples to Oranges comparison, comparing the City’s overall cost for a
service with the private sector is a valid comparison.
RECOMMENDATION
 No change to the City’s In Bureau Copy Rate because it includes the cost elements
needed for setting the rate and results in a lower cost compared to the private sector.
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Apples to
Oranges
Comparison

Copy Center Rate

PRINTING & DISTRIBUTION
RATE COMPARISONS

The rate for large-volume production copiers located in the Printing and Distribution Shop. Bureaus submit
their documents to Printing and Distribution, and Printing and Distribution staff process the copies on these
machines.
The Copy Center Rate is calculated by dividing the total Copy Center Rate Budget by the total number of
copies. A General Fund Overhead (GFO) markup rate of 5.5% is added to the Copy Center Rate.

CITY’S METHODOLOGY - RATE BUDGET: COST ELEMENTS
 Labor: All costs associated with the employees (salary, employee benefits, etc.) who are involved
in providing the service
 Material and Services: e.g. toner, repair and maintenance
 Cost per sheet (not per image)
 Allocation of BIBS Administration costs
 Capital outlay: Eventual replacement of production machines
 Total Number of Copies: Based on previous year actuals
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PRINTING & DISTRIBUTION
RATE COMPARISONS

Copy Center Rate (cont’d)
CITY AND PRIVATE SECTOR COMPARISON TABLE – 3.3
OMF/ BUSINESS
City Rate Per Sheet

BASE ($)
0.032

MARKUP
5.50%

RATE ($)

0.034 Includes paper- one or two sided

P&D-1

0.10

P&D-2

0.08

P&D-3

0.03

P&D-4

0.07

National Association of Printing Leadership
(NAPL) Study

NOTES

0.0462

Includes paper
Cost based on number of images
Includes paper
Cost based on number of images
Includes paper
Cost based on number of images
Includes paper
Cost based on number of images
10-25 Million Copies
Cost based on number of
images
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Copy Center Rate (cont’d)

PRINTING & DISTRIBUTION
RATE COMPARISONS

SUMMARY PRIVATE SECTOR RESPONSES
 SRG contacted several copy centers in the area, indicating that they were a business interested in
potentially bringing all of their copy work to this new location and were looking for how much
they charged per copy for both black and white and color.
 The City and private sector rates include standard white paper in their rate.
 Additionally, the National Association for Printing Leadership (NAPL) has a current study (included
in Appendix 4.1 to this study) detailing rates of binding, off-set printing, etc. Although this study
was a national study, it was separated by geographic region. The rate listed in the table is the
average in the Northwest, where 24% of the participants in the study were located.
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Copy Center Rate (cont’d)

PRINTING & DISTRIBUTION
RATE COMPARISONS

SUMMARY
 City’s rate methodology and cost elements are known; however, private sector
methodologies and cost elements are unknown.
 Copier center rates are market driven, which is reported in the National
Association for Printing Leadership’s (NAPL) regional market analysis report.
 Based on the private sector businesses that were contacted, the rates charged by
the private sector are very competitive.
 The City and private sector charge a higher rate for color copies.
 City’s rate of $0.034 is within the private sector range of $0.03 to $0.10 per copy
and is cost competitive with private sector options.
 Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector is a valid comparison.
RECOMMENDATION
 No change to the City’s Copy Center Rate methodology. The City’s rate includes all
the cost elements needed for setting the rate. The City’s Copy Center Rate is cost
competitive. The City’s rate is per sheet (one-sided or two sided). The private
sector rates are charged per image on each sheet of paper.
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Trunked Radio Access Rate

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
RATE COMPARISONS

Annual rate charged to bureaus to access 800 MHz safety radio system.
The Trunked Radio Access Rate is calculated by dividing the Total Direct 800 MHz System Costs, major
maintenance, and overhead allocation less non-city access rate revenues, by total City’s units. A General Fund
Overhead (GFO) markup rate of 3.25% is added to the Trunked Radio Access Rate.

CITY’S METHODOLOGY - RATE BUDGET: COST ELEMENTS
 Labor: All costs associated with the employees (salary, employee benefits, etc.) who are involved in
providing the service
 External: e.g. utilities, repair and maintenance, operating, minor tools, space rental, and/or operating lease
 Allocation of BTS Overhead
 Internal: Rates charged by other IA service providers (e.g. Fleet, Facilities, Insurance, etc.)
 Major Maintenance projects
 BILLABLE UNITS: Average number of City Units
 General Fund Overhead (GFO) markup rate of 3.25% is added to the Trunked Radio Access rate
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TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
RATE COMPARISONS

Trunked Radio Access Rate (cont’d)
CITY AND PRIVATE SECTOR COMPARISON TABLE – 4.1
OMF/ BUSINESS

City Rates

BASE ($)

410.55

MARKUP

3.25%

ANNUAL TRUNKED
ANNUAL TRUNKED
ANNUAL TRUNKED
RADIO ACCESS RATE RADIO ACCESS RATE – RADIO ACCESS RATE
($)
NO RADIO ($)
– WITH RADIO ($)
423.89

423.89

BTS-5

216.00

BTS-6

900.00

BTS-7

NOTES

156.00

$44 per month per
radio plus $2 per month
for the radio
528.00
$15-18 per Month
access only (depending
on details)
Same rate with or
900.00
without radio
$250 per week per
1000.00 radio plus $13 per week
for Trunked Radio Access
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Trunked Radio Access Rate (cont’d)

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
RATE COMPARISONS

SUMMARY PRIVATE SECTOR RESPONSES
 Having a contract makes a significant difference in the rate and what it includes. For example, for
BTS-5, their annual rate is $528 including a radio (the breakdown is $42 per month for the radio
plus $2 per radio for Trunked Radio Services). If you own your own radio, then the rate for
Trunked Radio Access only is $15-$18 per month—but this was a range based on a number of
details, such as location, type of radio, and number of radios.
 BTS-6 is $900 per 28 days (which is the same rate whether or not you own your own radio).
 BTS-7 costs $250 per radio per week, plus $13 per week per radio for trunked radio access. When
you sign a contract, the per-radio cost is $1000 per year; however, if you only need the radios for a
short period of time, you pay a premium rate.
 City system is public safety grade and private sector is at a lower standard.
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Trunked Radio Access Rate (cont’d)

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
RATE COMPARISONS

SUMMARY
 City’s rate methodology and cost elements are known; however, some private
sector methodologies and cost elements are known and some are unknown.
 Based on the private sector businesses that were contacted, the City’s rates
appear in the middle of the range of $156-$900.
 City’s rate is set on valid cost elements and it is unknown whether the differences
in the private sector rates are due to using actual cost elements or not.
 City’s rate is cost competitive with private sector options.
 While this is an apples to oranges comparison, comparing the City’s overall costs
for a service with the private sector is a valid comparison.
RECOMMENDATION
 No change to the City’s Trunked Radio Access Rate methodology because it
includes the cost elements needed for setting the rate. The rate is mid-range
between the lowest and highest comparable private sector service providers.
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Apples to
Oranges
Comparison

Business Solutions Hourly Rate

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
RATE COMPARISONS

Hourly rate charged for higher-level programing of software systems.
The Business Solution Hourly Rate is based on prior year plus projected inflation rate.

CITY’S METHODOLOGY - RATE BUDGET: COST ELEMENTS
 Rate = prior year plus projected inflation rate and includes:
 Labor: All costs associated with the employees (salary, employee benefits, etc.) who are involved
in providing the service
 Materials and Services: Supplies and education
 Total Billable Hours = FTE x Total annual full time work hours
 General Fund Overhead (GFO) markup rate of 3.25% is added to the Business Solutions Hourly
Rate
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TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
RATE COMPARISONS

Business Solutions Hourly Rate (cont’d)
CITY AND PRIVATE SECTOR COMPARISON TABLE – 4.2
OMF/ BUSINESS
City Rates

BASE ($)

MARKUP
86.25

RATE ($)
3.25%

89.05

BTS-1

129.00

BTS-2

125.00

BTS-3

150.00—200.00

BTS-4

129.00
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Business Solutions Hourly Rate (cont’d)

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
RATE COMPARISONS

SUMMARY PRIVATE SECTOR RESPONSES
 Most businesses were very reluctant to provide a quote over the phone, until SRG mentioned a
quote of $100 per hour. At that point they quoted their rates.
 This is also where the private sector’s ability to bid the job without having to necessary disclose
an hourly rate comes into play.
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Business Solutions Hourly Rate (cont’d)

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
RATE COMPARISONS

SUMMARY
 City’s rate methodology and cost elements are known; however, private sector
methodologies and cost elements are unknown.
 Based on the private sector businesses that were contacted, the rates charged by
the private sector are very competitive.
 BTS-4 matched the lowest hourly rate in the range of rates that had been
collected at the time of the call, indicating that the rate is negotiable and market
driven.
 City’s rate of $89.05 is lower than the private sector range of $125-$200 per hour
and is competitive with private sector options.
 While an Apples to Oranges comparison, comparing the City’s rate with the
private sector is a valid comparison of total overall costs.
RECOMMENDATION
 No change to the City’s Business Solutions Hourly Rate methodology because it
includes the cost elements needed for setting the rate. The rate is lower than the
range of comparable private sector service providers.
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Apples to
Oranges
Comparison

Support Center Hourly Rate

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
RATE COMPARISONS

Hourly rate charged when a person needs basic support for and/or assistance with their computer.
The Support Center Hourly Rate is based on prior year plus projected inflation rate.

CITY’S METHODOLOGY - RATE BUDGET: COST ELEMENTS
 Rate = prior year plus projected inflation rate and includes:
 Labor: All costs associated with the employees (salary, employee benefits, etc.) who are involved
in providing the service
 Materials and Services: Supplies and education
 Total Billable Hours = FTE x Total annual full time work hours
 General Fund Overhead (GFO) markup rate of 3.25% is added to the project management hourly
rate
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TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
RATE COMPARISONS

Support Center Hourly Rate (cont’d)
CITY AND PRIVATE SECTOR COMPARISON TABLE – 4.3
OMF/BUSINESS
City Rates
BTS-1

BASE ($)
91.50

MARKUP
3.25%

RATE ($)

NOTES
94.47
129.00

BTS-2

$250.00 Per Month
w/purchase new server

BTS-3

150.00 $120 per hour w/support contract

BTS-4

90.00

Quoted the lowest hourly rate at
time of call
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Support Center Hourly Rate (cont’d)

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
RATE COMPARISONS

SUMMARY PRIVATE SECTOR RESPONSES
 When SRG named a range of $94-129, BTS-4 quoted $90 per month.
 BTS-2 quoted $250 per month with the purchase of a new server, which included remote
technical support. No hourly rate without a contract.
 BTS-3 quoted $150 per hour and $120 per hour with support contract, that includes; 2 hours free
remote service per month, $120 emergency services to visit the office, plus a 20% reduction on
labor costs.
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Support Center Hourly Rate (cont’d)

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
RATE COMPARISONS

SUMMARY
 City’s rate methodology and cost elements are known; however, private sector
methodologies and cost elements are unknown.
 Private sector support rates varied depending on whether you purchased network
equipment or only needed support center services. In both cases, a contract
reduced the hourly rate.
 BTS-4 undercut the lowest hourly rate in the range of rates (including the City’s) that
had been collected at the time of the call, indicating that the rate is negotiable and
market driven.
 City’s rate of $94.47 and is lower than the private sector range of $90-150 per hour
and is competitive with private sector options.
 While an Apples to Oranges comparison, comparing the City’s rate with the
private sector is a valid comparison of total overall costs.
RECOMMENDATION
 No change to the City’s Support Center Rate methodology because it includes the
cost elements needed for setting the rate. The rate is lower than the range of
comparable private sector service providers.
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Apples to
Oranges
Comparison

Project Management Hourly Rate

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
RATE COMPARISONS

Hourly rate charged to set up telephone or IT systems.
The Project Management Hourly Rate is calculated by taking the hourly prior year plus projected inflation rate.
A General Fund Overhead (GFO) markup rate of 3.25% is added to the Project Management Hourly Rate.

CITY’S METHODOLOGY - RATE BUDGET: COST ELEMENTS
 Rate = prior year plus projected inflation rate and includes:
 Labor: All costs associated with the employees (salary, employee benefits, etc.) who are involved
in providing the service
 Materials and Services: Supplies and education
 Total Billable Hours = FTE x Total annual full time work hours
 General Fund Overhead (GFO) markup rate of 3.25% is added to the project management hourly
rate
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Project Management Hourly Rate (cont’d)

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
RATE COMPARISONS

CITY AND PRIVATE SECTOR COMPARISON TABLE – 4.4
OMF/ BUSINESS

City Rates

BASE ($)

92.75

MARKUP

3.25%

RATE ($)

NOTES

95.76

BTS-1

129.00

BTS-2

125.00

Hourly rate to set up sever
After 10 hours rate $115 per hour

BTS-3

220.00

Hourly rate to set up server
$150 per hour server is in place

BTS-4

129.00
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Project Management Hourly Rate (cont’d)

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
RATE COMPARISONS

SUMMARY PRIVATE SECTOR RESPONSES
 Once SRG provided companies with a range of quotes, BTS-2 quoted a server set-up of $125 per
hour, with after 10 hours lowering to $115.
 BTS-3 quoted $150 per hour if there was a server in place.
 BTS-4 quoted $129 per hour.
 It was very difficult to obtain even these numbers over the phone. It was clear, however, that
setting up a contract with any of the businesses would provide a better rate.
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Project Management Hourly Rate (cont’d)

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
RATE COMPARISONS

SUMMARY
 City’s rate methodology and cost elements are known; however, private sector
methodologies and cost elements are unknown.
 Private sector support rates varied depending on whether you purchased/leased
phones or network equipment with a support contract.
 BTS-4 matched the lowest hourly rate in the range of rates (without the City’s)
that had been collected at the time of the call, indicating that the rate is
negotiable and market driven.
 City’s rate of $95.76 is lower than the private sector range of $125-$220 per hour
and is competitive with private sector options.
 While a Red Apples to Green Apples comparison, comparing the City’s rate with
the private sector is a valid comparison of total overall costs.
RECOMMENDATION
 No change to the City’s Technology Project Management Hourly Rate
methodology because it includes the cost elements needed for setting the rate.
The rate is much lower than the range of comparable private sector service
providers.
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Radio Shop Hourly Rate

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
RATE COMPARISONS

Hourly Rate charged for repairing radios, towers, etc.
The Radio Shop Hourly Rate is calculated by multiplying the previous year Radio Shop Hourly Rate plus
projected inflation rate. A General Fund Overhead (GFO) markup rate of 3.25% is added to the Radio Shop
Hourly Rate.

CITY’S METHODOLOGY - RATE BUDGET: COST ELEMENTS
 Rate = prior year plus projected inflation rate and includes:
 Labor: All costs associated with the employees (salary, employee benefits, etc.) who are involved
in providing the service
 Materials and Services: Supplies and education
 Total Billable Hours = FTE x Total annual full time work hours
 General Fund Overhead (GFO) markup rate of 3.25% is added to the project management hourly
rate
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TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
RATE COMPARISONS

Radio Shop Hourly Rate (cont’d)
CITY AND PRIVATE SECTOR COMPARISON TABLE – 4.5
OMF/ BUSINESS
City Rates

BASE ($)

MARKUP
95.50

RATE ($)
3.25%

98.60

BTS-5

95.00

BTS-6

110.00

BTS-7

105.00
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Radio Shop Hourly Rate (cont’d)

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
RATE COMPARISONS

SUMMARY PRIVATE SECTOR RESPONSES
 BTS- 5 quoted a minimum of 30 minutes, at $37.50.
 BTS-6 is a Motorola dealer and Synergy Resources Group gathered data from the technician
department.
 BTS-7 provided its technician hourly rate.
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Radio Shop Hourly Rate (cont’d)

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
RATE COMPARISONS

SUMMARY
 City’s rate methodology and cost elements are known; however, private sector
methodologies and cost elements are unknown.
 Based on the private sector businesses that were contacted, the rates charged by
the private sector to work on radios are very competitive.
 City’s rate of $98.60 is within the private sector range of $95-110 per hour and is
competitive with private sector options.
 Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector is a valid comparison.
RECOMMENDATION
 No change to the City’s Radio Shop Hourly Rate methodology because it includes
the cost elements needed for setting the rate. It is within the range of
comparable private sector service providers.
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Public Sector Comments
Synergy Resources Group focused on six comparable U.S. cities for public sector rate comparisons,
with a seventh added for contingency:


Charlotte, NC



Seattle, WA



Kansas City, MO



Cincinnati, OH



Sacramento, CA



Denver, CO



Phoenix, AZ (added when Synergy Resources Group did not receive any response from previous
phone calls)
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Public Sector Comments (cont’d)


The primary funding source for OMF Internal Service Funds (ISFs) is Interagency Service
Agreements (IAs) with City bureaus, as well as other local governments and agencies.



After thoroughly researching OMF’s IAs and internal budgeting processes, Synergy Resources
Group contacted individuals in the relevant departments of the aforementioned cities, using
scripted questions as guidance.



SRG then reviewed rates charged in detail in the four categories of Fleet Services, Facilities
Services, Printing & Distribution, and Technology Services, and recorded each City’s rates and/or
methodology where available to the best of their ability.



Navigating the various bureaus and departments of each of the cities was extremely tricky and
time-consuming—several departments placed Synergy Resources Group on hold for exorbitant
amounts of time, multiple individuals did not know to whom to transfer the data collection
requests, and sometimes whole cities—such as Cincinnati—did not respond to any requests at
all.
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Public Sector Comments (cont’d)


Many cities no longer use—or have never used— ISFs or IAs with which to recover cost of
services used between City agencies and departments. In order to take this into account, three
terms are used in this section to describe the participation level of the cities contacted:


PARTICIPANT + DATA PROVIDER: These cities answered Synergy Resources Group calls and
provided relevant data to aid the study. These are indicated with the data provided within the
tables in this section.



PARTICIPANT + NON-DATA PROVIDER: These cities answered Synergy Resources Group calls
like the above; however, they did not provide relevant and/or helpful data to aid the study.
These are indicated as “[NO DATA]” within the tables in this section.



NON-PARTICIPANT: These cities did not answer Synergy Resources Group calls, and therefore
are indicated as “NP” within the tables in this section.
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Public Sector Comments (cont’d)
Approximately 50% of the selected cities provided some rates for comparison purposes. The
following is a general summary of the comments/scenarios collected from cities as relevant to the
four categories of study:


Phased out some or all of their ISFs



Costs are funded through General Fund dollars



Outsource Printing and Distribution



Use flat rates without any supporting calculation (e.g., “that’s what we’ve charged for quite some time”)



Do not charge a separate motor pool rate



Do not charge a space rental fee to their bureaus, departments, divisions, etc.



Identifying costs is important



Denver uses cost allocation methodology instead of internal service funds



Charlotte, NC shared a copy of their Cost Allocation Plan to aid the study (included in Appendix 6.2)
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Public Sector Comments (cont’d)
PUBLIC SECTOR CONTACTS – 5.1
CITY

CONTACT

OFFICE/TITLE

STATUS

Sacramento

Leyne Milstein
Cindy Drake
Ben Noble

Director of Finance

NP

City Auditors Office Budget Office

Ben – P&D Other – (NP)

Seattle

Denver

Laurel Delmonico
Tom Migaki

Budget Mgmt Office

Laurel – Conf. Call/email
communication
Tom – Conf. Call/email
communication
NP

Cincinnati

Christopher Bigham

Budget Director

Charlotte

Sara Richards

Strategy and Budget Analyst

Sara – Conf. Call (x2)/email
communication

Kansas City

Yolanda Mckinzy
Rita Karlock

Chief Financial Officer

Yolanda – Conf. Call Rita – Conf.
Call (x3) P&D – (NP)

Phoenix

Rita Murphy

Finance and Admin Department

[NO DATA]
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Fleet Services Rate Comparisons
FLEET SERVICES RATE TABLE – 5.2
OMF/ BUSINESS
City Rates

TECHNICIAN
HOURLY RATE ($)

SHOP
CONSUMABLES

106.68

PARTS MARKUP %

MOTOR POOL ($)

1.46%

22.78

7.18

(includes 70.29 flat
rate plus 32.26 per
vehicle for admin)
NP

20%

20.40

[NO DATA]

NP

NP

NP

Discontinued Internal
Service Funds / [NO DATA]

Discontinued Internal
Service Funds / [NO DATA]

Discontinued Internal
Service Funds / [NO DATA]

Discontinued Internal
Service Funds / [NO DATA]

Kansas City

75.00 flat rate

2% - up to $6.00

10

[NO DATA]

Sacramento

NP

NP

NP

NP

Seattle

NP

NP

NP

NP

102.55
Charlotte

Cincinnati

Denver
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Fleet Services Rate Comparisons
FLEET SERVICES RATE EXPLANATION
 City’s rate methodology and cost elements are known; however, the public sector
methodologies and cost elements are known in some cases and not in others.
 Cincinnati, Sacramento, and Seattle did not provide information.
 Denver, their technicians were never an Internal Service Fund (ISF)—they have dissolved ISF for
the entire shop.
 In Charlotte, the Technician Hourly Rate uses a combination of flat hourly rate plus an
administration fee per vehicle.
 Kansas City uses a flat rate for their technicians and it has been the same rate for many years.
 Charlotte uses a parts mark up percentage and tries to follow what they believe to be the
market rate.
 Kansas City’s parts markup rate, has been the same with no increase or decrease in percentage,
for many years.
 The Shop Consumables Rate percentage in Charlotte is one they have used for some time with
no increase or decrease in percentage, which is based on what they believe to be the industry
standard. In Kansas City, their rate percentage has a cap—up to $6.00.
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Fleet Services Rate Comparisons
RESULTS
 Technician Rate: Comparing the City’s rate with the public sector is a valid
comparison. (Red Apples to Green Apples)
 Parts Mark Up: Comparing the City’s rate with the public sector is a valid
comparison. (Red Apples to Green Apples)
 Shop Consumables: Comparing the City’s rate with the public sector is a
valid comparison. (Red Apples to Green Apples)
 Motor Pool: There were no motor pools across any of the cities surveyed.

Technician,
Parts Mark Up,
& Shop
Consumables

Red Apple
Green Apple
Comparison
Motor Pool


No Comparison
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Facilities Services Rate Comparisons
FACILITIES SERVICES RATE TABLE – 5.3
OMF/ BUSINESS

CLASS A
BUILDING ($)

CLASS B
BUILDING ($)

PROPERTY
MGMT ($)

PROJECT
MGMT ($)

MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN ($)

City Rates

34.54

16.41

139.19

139.19

112.58

Charlotte

NP

NP

NP

NP

NP

Cincinnati

NP

NP

NP

NP

NP

Discontinued
Discontinued
Internal Service
Internal Service
Funds/[NO DATA] Funds/[NO DATA]

Discontinued
Internal Service
Funds/[NO DATA]

Discontinued
Internal Service
Funds/[NO DATA]

Discontinued
Internal Service
Funds/[NO DATA]

Denver

Kansas City

[NO DATA]

[NO DATA]

[NO DATA]

[NO DATA]

[NO DATA]

Sacramento

NP

NP

NP

NP

NP

Seattle

NP

NP

NP

NP

NP
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Facilities Services Rate Comparisons
FACILITIES SERVICES RATE EXPLANATION
 City’s rate methodology and cost elements are known; however, the public sector
methodologies and cost elements are unknown.
 Charlotte, Cincinnati, Sacramento, and Seattle did not provide information.
 Denver dissolved ISF entirely.
 Kansas City does not charge internally for use of City space; it is funded through the General
Fund, in which each division pays their own maintenance budget. However, retail space rate
averages $12 per square foot, and the maintenance shop charges $4 per square foot.
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Facilities Services Rate Comparisons
RESULTS
 Unfortunately, no information was collected that can be used for valid rate
comparison.

ALL


No Comparison
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Printing and Distribution Rate Comparisons
PRINTING AND DISTRIBUTION RATE TABLE – 5.4
OMF/BUSINESS
City Rates

PRODUCTION STAFF ($)

IN BUREAU COPIER ($)

COPY CENTER ($)

65.48

0.0396

0.034

Discontinued Internal Service
Funds / [NO DATA]

0.0294

0.0294

NP

NP

NP

Denver

Discontinued Internal Service
Funds / [NO DATA]

0.0062 BW
0.055 C

0.06

Kansas City

Discontinued Internal Service
Funds / [NO DATA]

NP

NP

NP

NP

NP

Discontinued Internal Service
Funds / [NO DATA]

NP

NP

Charlotte
Cincinnati

Sacramento

Seattle
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Printing and Distribution Comparisons
PRINTING AND DISTRIBUTION EXPLANATION
 City’s rate methodology and cost elements are known; however, the public sector
methodologies and cost elements are known in some cases and not in others.
 Cincinnati and Sacramento did not provide information.
 Charlotte, Denver, Kansas City, and Seattle did not have production staff hourly rates, due to
either being discontinued or outsourced.
 For Denver’s In Bureau Copier Rate, they have no contract allowance—the cost is 0.0062 per
black and white copy, and 0.055 per color copy. Charlotte has a contract with RICOH (see
contract included in Appendix 6.1 to this study), which includes maintenance services and all
supplies except paper and staples, and charges 0.0294 for each black and white copy. The cost
lowers based on the speed of the copier, with the lowest rate being 0.0153 for black and white
copies.
 In Denver, the Copy Center Rate is 0.06 each for black and white copies and 0.63 each for color
copies. Kansas City is under contract with OfficeMax, which has a center located inside their City
Hall.
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Printing and Distribution Comparisons
In Bureau and
Copy Center

RESULTS
 Production Hourly Rate: No information was collected that can be used
for valid rate comparison.
 In Bureau Copier Rate and Copier Rate: Comparing the City’s rate with the
public sector is a valid comparison (Red Apples to Green Apples)

Red Apple
Green Apple
Comparison

Production
Hourly Rate


No
Comparison
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Technology Services Rate Comparisons
TECHNOLOGY SERVICES RATE TABLE – 5.5
OMF/ BUSINESS
City Rates
Charlotte

Cincinnati
Denver

TRUNKED
RADIO ACCESS
($)
423.89

BUSINESS
SOLUTIONS ($)
89.05

495.48

[NO DATA]

NP
[NO DATA]

NP
[NO DATA]

94.07
Incl. in Trunked
Radio
Access
NP
[NO DATA]

[NO DATA]
NP
NP
399.00
265.00
(User) 496.35
(NON)

WCCCA

PROJECT
MGMT ($)
95.76

RADIO SHOP ($)

NP
[NO DATA]

98.60
Incl. in Trunked
Radio
Access
NP
[NO DATA]

[NO DATA]

IT Incl. in Phone/
Network
Monthly Charge

[NO DATA]

44.00 Flat Rate
Not Fully Loaded

NP
NP
NO DATA

NP
NP
NO DATA

NP
NP
NO DATA

NP
NP
NO DATA

[NO DATA]

[NO DATA]

[NO DATA]

70.00

Kansas City
Sacramento
Seattle
CRESA

SUPPORT
CENTER ($)

[NO DATA]
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Technology Services Rate Comparisons
TECHNOLOGY SERVICES EXPLANATION









City’s rate methodology and cost elements are known; however, the public sector methodologies and cost
elements are unknown.
Charlotte’s Trunked Radio Access Rate is set using a cost allocation plan to determine a per radio rate
$33.09 and a maintenance per radio rate $8.20 = $41.29 per month or annual rate of $495.48. This rate is
bundled with business solution, support center, and radio shop costs.
Kansas City has no separate rate for Trunked Radio Access; however, their radio shop hourly rate is a flat
rate of $44 per hour.
CRESA in Washington state charges $33.25 Per Radio Per User per month for trunked radio access, which
does not include a radio (Annual rate: $399).
WCCCA users have their own radios and are charged $265 per year to access trunked radio systems.
(Users: Washington County Government Agencies. Fire, Police) Non-users are charged $496.35 per year.
Charlotte’s Support Center rate is rolled into Trunked Radio Access, so there is no separate charge. IT
Services are included in Kansas City’s phone and network monthly charge.
Radio Shop costs for Charlotte are rolled into their Trunked Radio Access Rate. In Kansas City, Radio Shop
costs are $44 per hour, which is not fully loaded. WCCCA charges $70 per hour.
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Technology Services Rate Comparisons
RESULTS
 Trunked Radio Access Rate: Comparing the City’s
rate with the public sector is a valid comparison.
(Red Apples to Green Apples)
 Radio Shop Rate: Comparing the City’s rate with
the public sector is not a valid comparison.
(Apples to Oranges)
 Support Center Rate: Comparing the City’s rate
with the public sector is not a valid comparison.
(Apples to Oranges)
 Project Management and Business Solutions
Rates: No information was collected that can be
used for valid rate comparison.

CRESA &
WCCCA:
Trunked Radio
Access

Radio Shop &
Support Center

Red Apple
Green Apple
Comparison

Apples to
Oranges
Comparison

Business
Solutions &
Project Mgmt
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No
Comparison
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BUREAU OF TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
COST ALLOCATION RATE COMPARISON
The City requested SRG research rates of Cost Allocation—the process of identifying, aggregating,
and assigning costs to services—charged to City bureaus by the Bureau of Technology Services and
compare them with entities offering similar services in the private and public sectors.
Four categories for Cost Allocation were selected:
 Email Account Rate
 Server Rate
 Desktop Rate
 Information Security Rate
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BUREAU OF TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
COST ALLOCATION RATE COMPARISON

Email Account
Email Account Rate is $28.80 per email per year
 (Number of email accounts ÷ total email accounts multiplied by total cost pool $346,677 less
1/3 of expanded mailbox revenue ÷ the total number of all email accounts = $28.80 per year)
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BUREAU OF TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
COST ALLOCATION RATE COMPARISON

Server Rate
Server Rate is $8,938.94 per server per year.
 (Productions Systems Cost Pool $2,377,619–SQL Database revenue $17,740 ÷ by the number of
servers = $8,938.94)
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BUREAU OF TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
COST ALLOCATION RATE COMPARISON

Desktop Rate
Desktop Rate is $869.09 per desktop per year, with an additional rate of $134.00 per year
associated with that which covers replacement.
 (Total PCS 4,162 ÷ total PCS and LAPTOPS multiplied by total support center direct and indirect
costs - $4,656,577 ÷ total PCS 4162 = $869.09 allocation)
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BUREAU OF TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
COST ALLOCATION RATE COMPARISON

Information Security Rate
Information Security costs are allocated out to customers as part of BTS Corporate Services.
Customers are charged a fixed amount each month to cover for services that include Information
Security, E-Government, IT planning and E-Commerce. The allocation to each City bureau is based
on the amount of their interagency agreement with BTS; therefore, there is no single rate to list
here.
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BUREAU OF TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
COST ALLOCATION RATE COMPARISON

City and Private Sector Comparison
ITEMIZED SERVICES PER DESKTOP/PER YEAR – 6.1
OMF/ BUSINESS
City Rates

PER EMAIL RATE ($)

DESKTOP RATE ($)

SERVER RATE ($)

INFORMATION
SECURITY RATE ($)

28.80

869.09

8,938.94

Varies

BTS-3

6.00-20.00

35.00 per hr remote
50.00 per hr onsite

1,800.00

Part of Managed
Service Agreement

BTS-8

No Quote

No Quote

No Quote

No Quote

BTS-2

Part of Managed
Service Agreement

Part of Managed
Service Agreement

Part of Managed
Service Agreement

225.00 per month
per server

BTS-9

Part of Managed
Service Agreement

Part of Managed
Service Agreement

Part of Managed
Service Agreement

Part of Managed
Service Agreement
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BUREAU OF TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
COST ALLOCATION RATE COMPARISON

City and Public Comparison
Of the cities surveyed, only Denver and Charlotte responded regarding Cost Allocation rate for
technology services.
Charlotte said that in their current fiscal year they do not break down the technology services by
each individual type of cost, but have spent the last several months using a new full-costing
model to break down technology services by each service portfolio. They submitted a query to
their IT department to request final numbers, but there was no additional response.

Denver, also, stated that they do not break out individual costs for technology services, but that
they do use a resource for budgeting purposes that gives an estimate on the costs to purchase
for some of the items, such as servers.
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BUREAU OF TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
COST ALLOCATION RATE COMPARISON

COST ALLOCATION RECOMMENDATIONS
It was extremely difficult to obtain a quote from private sector technology businesses for the
four categories of cost allocation for the Bureau of Technology Services rates SRG was asked to
research, due to the fact that nearly all of the companies offered a Managed Services Rate
bundling all four services. This, in the private sector, makes perfect sense, as customers are
looking for an “all-in-one” easy solution, and there is usually no benefit to breaking out costs of
services individually when a customer is going to purchase multiple options or all of them.
As SRG, through careful analysis and these requests, determined that the methodology the City
uses for Cost Allocation is sound and that the steps taken to arrive at that methodology are
logical and reasonable, the recommendation is that the City continue using their existing Cost
Allocation methodology for the four BTS Cost Allocation Rates analyzed.
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Debra Dunn, President
debra@synergyresourcesgroup.com
503-780-4039
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